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Glossary

A tempo--Return to the previous tempo
Accidental--An altered note; a note that has been changed from its normal state in the key 
    signature
Acoustics--The study of sound
Accelerando--Become gradually faster; abbreviated accel.
Ad libitum--Tempo is determined by the performer; abbreviated ad lib.
Adagio--A tempo marking that indicates the piece should be performed very slowly
Aeolian--Scale and mode based upon the sixth degree of the scale (La)
Alla breve--Literally, "according to the breve"; another name for cut time in which the 
    half note is the basic beat unit, and there are 2 beats per measure; 
Allegretto--A tempo marking meaning "a little fast"
Allegro--A tempo marking that indicates the piece should be performed fast
Alto clef--A clef on which Middle C is notated on the middle of the 5 staff lines
Andante--A tempo marking that indicates a medium tempo. It is often defined as
    "walking speed."
Anacrusis--An incomplete measure (in beats) at the beginning of a piece of music
Anticipation--A tone that sounds ahead of the chord to which it belongs.  It is non-        
    harmonic to the chord with which it is first heard
Appoggiatura--A nonharmonic tone which leaves a harmonic note by a leap (an interval 
    of a third or more) and resolves to another harmonic note by step in the opposite 
    direction
Aria--A vocal solo in an oratorio, cantata, or opera
Arrangement--A new setting of an existing song or melody
Asymmetrical--A meter that subdivides into sections with unequal numbers of beats
Augmentation--A rhythmic pattern that has been proportionately increased in value.
Augmented fourth--The interval a half step greater than a perfect fourth; 3 whole steps; 
    a tritone
Augmented second--The interval of a second expanded by one half step; 3 half steps     

instead of 2; for example, B   to C  .
Bass clef--The F-clef; the standard clef on which lower pitches are notated
Binary form--A two-part musical structure with contrasting sections
Bordun--An open fifth accompaniment used in Orff orchestrations
Bridge--A short section of music used to connect main themes of a movement
Cadence--The chords marking the end of a phrase or section of music
Cadenza--An improvisatory passage in a major work for a solo instrument
Caesura--"Grand pause"; a complete break in the music; symbol:  
Cambiata tones--Changing tones
Canon--Polyphonic music that is totally imitative; a round
Cantata--An extended vocal work with instrumental accompaniment.  Cantatas first 
    appeared in the 17th century (Baroque Era) and were written for chamber performance.
Cantus firmus--A melody used as a foundation for a polyphonic work
Chamber music--Music written for smaller ensembles and intimate settings
Changing tones--Two notes with a single nonharmonic function.  Changing tones (also 
    called cambiata tones) occur between two harmonic notes of the same pitch.  One of 
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    the changing tones is a step above the harmonic note, the other is a step below the 
    harmonic note.
Chorale--Homophonic hymn style that developed during the Protestant Reformation
Chorale prelude--An instrumental work (usually for organ) based upon a Protestant 
    (usually Lutheran) hymn setting
Chord--Two or more more different musical tones sounding simultaneously
Chord analysis--Describing chords according to the tones contained therein
Chord progression--How chords are arranged and function in sequence
Chromatic scale--A half-step scale which includes all twelve pitches
Circle of fifths--The pattern created by a continuous progression up by a fifth.  If the 
    progression is continued long enough, it will lead back to the original pitch.   
Climax--The moment of greatest tension or excitement in a musical phrase or work
Coda--Closing material in a musical work. Usually includes new material
Conjunct motion--Melodic movement that is primarily stepwise in nature
Consonant--A part of the chord
Contrapuntal--Music with two or more melodies sounding simultaneously
Contrary motion--One voice moves up when the other moves down
Counter-melody--A melody written to accompany the original melody
Counterpoint--A compositional technique that involves combining two or independent
    melodies
Crescendo--Become gradually louder; abbreviated cresc.; symbol:
Cut time--   meter; alla breve; 
DC--"Da capo"; Go back to the beginning
DC al coda--Go back to the beginning and then finish with the coda
DC al fine--"Go back to the beginning and end at 'fine.'"
Decrescendo--Become gradually softer;  abbreviated decresc.; symbol: 
Development--The second major section of sonata form or a fugue. The development is 
    modulatory and transitional in nature
Diatonic scale--A scale that uses only the seven tones of the scale.  The scales of the 
    natural modes (ionian, dorian, phrygian, lydian, mixolydian, aeolian,locrian) are 
    diatonic.
Diminished fifth--The interval a half step smaller than a perfect fifth; 3 whole steps; a 
    tritone
Diminuendo--Grow softer; decrescendo; abbreviated dim.
Diminution--A rhythmic pattern that has been proportionately decreased in value.
Disjunct motion--Melodic movement with significant use of intervallic leaps
Dissonant--Foreign to the chord
Dominant--The fifth degree of the Major scale; second most important note in the 
    scale/key
Dominant seventh--A V chord with an added seventh (Fa)
Dorian--Scale and mode based upon the second degree of the scale (Re)
Double canon--A canon with two subjects
Double flat--An altered note that is lowered two half steps (   )
Double sharp--An altered note that is raised two half steps (  )
DS--dal segno; go back to the sign:  
DS al fine--Go back to the sign and end at "fine"
DS al coda--Go back to the sign and finish with the coda
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Dynamics--Loudness or softness of the music
Enharmonic spelling--Notes that look and sound the same on a keyboard instrument, 

but are notated differently.  For example, C   and D  
Episode--A short transitional passage in the development section of a fugue in which part 
    or all of the subject is transposed and/or otherwise manipulated
Escape tone--A nonharmonic tone that leaves a chordal note by step and resolves to     
    another harmonic note by a leap in the opposite direction
Exposition--The first major section of sonata form or fugue
Fermata--A mark that indicates the note should be held for a duration beyond its actual

value; symbol:  
Fifth--The interval of five; the fifth note away from a specified pitch class
First inversion--A chord with the third in the lowest voice
Flat--A note a half step lower than its "natural" (  )
Form--The structure of a musical work based upon the relationship of musical phrases 
    to each other
Forte--Loud; symbol:  
Forte/piano--Loud followed by a sudden soft; symbol:
Fortissimo--Very loud; symbol:
Frequency--The number of vibrations per second of a vibrating medium
Fugue--A contrapuntal form made popular by Bach and other composers of Baroque 
    instrumental music.  Consists of the exposition in which the subject is presented in 
    every voice, followed by developmental episodes in which motives from the subject 
    and the secondary theme are manipulated to create transitional tension.  Ends with a 
    restatement of the subject, often followed by a coda
Fundamental--The predominate tone produced by a vibrating medium
Grave--A very, very slow tempo
Great staff--The treble and bass clef staves; also called the grand staff
Half step--The interval between a note and its closest neighbor note
Hexachord--Overlapping sets of six notes outlined by Guido D'Arezzo
Harmonic minor scale--A modified minor scale.  The harmonic minor scale raises the 
    seventh degree of the minor scale (So) by one half step (Si) in order to create a leading 
    tone to the tonic, La.  Characteristic of the harmonic minor scale is the augmented 
    second between the sixth and seventh tones (Fa and Si) created by the raising of the 
    seventh tone.
Harmonic tone--A note that is a part of the chord 
Harmonics--The series of musical tones produced by a vibrating medium whose 
    frequencies are multiples of the frequency of the fundamental tone
Hemiola--A rhythmic pattern in triple meters in which notes fall upon alternately accented
    and unaccented creating a duple sound.
Homophony--Chordal music with the melody in one voice with the other voices playing a 
    supplemental role; concerned primarily with vertical harmonies
Imitative--Music in which the various voices echo or mimic each other
    Counterpoint in which subsequent voices imitate the subject
Harmony--A.  Musical material that supports the melody of a piece of music            
    B.  Two or more notes of different pitch classes that sound simultaneously
Interval--The distance between musical pitches
Interval quality--The specific definition of intervals, based upon the exact distance (in 
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    half and/or whole steps) between the two notes
Invertible--Counterpoint in which the voice parts are interchangeable; the upper voice(s) 
    could work equally well in the lower part, and vice versa.
Key signature--The indicator at the beginning of a line of music that identifies the key the 
    piece is in; indicates how many notes in the scale are sharped or flatted, if any
Largo--A very slow tempo
Leading tone--The 7th degree of the Major scale. It is called a "leading tone" because it
    tends to "lead," to resolve, up by half step, to the tonic.
Legato--Designates that notes be performed smoothly; connected 
Leger line--A short line above or below a staff on which notes are placed whose pitches 
    are higher or lower than notes on the staff could indicate
Locrian--Scale and mode based upon the seventh degree of the scale (Ti).  The locrian
    mode is rarely used in musical composition.
Lydian--Scale and mode based upon the fourth degree of the scale (Fa)
Major pentatonic--A scale or piece of music that uses do, re, mi, so, and la only (tonic,
    supertonic, mediant, dominant, and submediant).
Major scale--A series of 8 notes covering the octave between 2 like pitch classes. A
    Major scale is built by moving up (from a tonic note) 2 whole steps, 1 half step, 3 whole
    steps, and 1 half step.
Major second--The interval of a whole step that falls between two consecutive notes of 
    the scale.  All seconds between notes in the major scale are major except for Mi - Fa 
    and Ti - Do, which are minor.
Major seventh--The interval of seven that consists of 5 1/2 steps.  The major sevenths 
    between notes in the major scale are Do - Ti and Fa - Mi.
Major sixth--The interval of six that consists of 4 1/2 steps.  The major sixths between 
    notes of the major scale are (in ascending order) Do - La, Re - Ti, Fa - La, and So - Mi.
Major third--The interval of a third that consists of 2 whole steps.  The major thirds 
    between notes of the major scale are Do - Mi, Fa - La, and So - Ti.
Mediant--The 3rd degree of the Major scale
Melisma--Two or more notes for a single syllable of text
Melismata--The plural of melisma
Melodic minor scale--A modified harmonic minor scale.  The ascending melodic minor 
    scale incorporates a raised sixth degree (Fi) as well as a raised seventh degree (Si) in 
    order to eliminate the augmented second between Fa and Si.  Descending, however, 
    the melodic minor leaves all notes unaltered.  Thus the notes of the ascending melodic 
    minor scale are La, Ti, Do, Re, Mi, Fi, Si, La.  The notes of the descending melodic 
    minor scale are the same as the natural minor scale (aeolian):  La, So, Fa, Mi, Re, 
    Do, Ti, La.

    the notes Mi - Fa and Ti - Do.
Minor seventh--The interval of seven that consists of 4 steps.  The minor sevenths that
    fall between notes of the major scale are Re - Do, Mi - Re, So - Fa, La - So, and Ti - La.

Melody--The predominate thought in a musical piece
Meno mosso--Slower; literally, "less motion"
Mezzoforte--Medium loud; literally "half loud"; symbol:
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Mezzopiano--Medium soft; literally "half soft"; symbol:
Middle C--The note that falls on the leger line in between the treble and bass clefs
Minor second--The interval of one half step or a semitone.  Minor thirds occur between 
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Minor sixth--The interval of six that consists of 3 1/2 steps.  The minor sixths between 
    notes of the major scale are Mi - Do, La - Fa, and Ti - So.
Minor third--The interval of a third that consists of 3 half steps (1 1/2 steps).  The minor 
    thirds between notes of the major scale are Re - Fa, Mi - So, La - Do, and Ti - Re.
Mixolydian--Scale and mode based upon the fifth degree of the scale (So)
Moderato--A medium tempo; not fast, not slow
Modulation--Changing keys within a musical composition.
Modulatory--Serving to create a key change
Molto--Italian adverb meaning "much"; "molto crescendo" means to get much louder
Motif--A short recurring group of notes in a piece of music; also known as motive.    
    Motifs are generally shorter than the more developed theme.
Natural--An accidental which cancels out a sharp or flat; symbol: (  )
    An note unaltered by sharps or flats (or double)
Neighbor note--A nonharmonic tone that moves away from a chordal note by step and 
    returns to the same note by step in the opposite direction.  Neighbor notes can be upper 
    or lower.
Nonharmonic tone--A note that is foreign to the chord (vertically)
Obbligato--A counter-melody usually written higher than the original melody
Octave--The interval between a note and its first harmonic; the eighth note of a diatonic 
    scale
Octave clef--A clef that designates that notes sound an octave higher or lower than 
    written
Oratorio--A grandiose dramatic musical work for the concert hall written usually for   
    large vocal groups and orchestras
Orff accompaniment--Accompaniment that utilize certain techniques, such as ostinato 
    rhythmic and melodic patterns and borduns.  They are often played on "Orff 
    instruments":  Glockenspiels, xylophones, and metallophones. 
Ostinato--Continuously repeating short rhythmic and/or melodic pattern used for 
    accompaniments
Overtone--A harmonic
Parallel major--A major key called by the same letter name as its minor equivalent.  For 
    example, A major and A minor; F major and F minor
Parallel minor--A minor key called by the same letter name as its major equivalent
Partial--A harmonic or overtone
Passing tone--A nonharmonic tone that passes between two harmonic tones creating a
    sequence of stepwise notes
Pedal point--A drone note, usually in the bass voice, that sounds for multiple beats or 
    measures while the harmony in the other voices changes above it
Pentatonic--Literally "five tones."  Pentatonic scales and modes use only five tones.  
    Major pentatonic scales utilize the notes Do, Re, Mi, So, and La and use Do as the 
    tonal center.
Perfect fifth--The interval of five, consisting of 3 1/2 steps.  All of the fifths between 
    notes of the major scale are perfect except for Ti - Fa, which is diminished.
Perfect fourth--The interval of four, consisting of 2 1/2 steps.  All of the fourths     
    between notes of the major scale are perfect except for Fa - Ti, which is augmented.  
Phrase--A musical thought or sentence; ends with a cadence
Phrygian--Scale and mode based upon the third degree of the scale (Mi)
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Piano--Soft; symbol:
Pianissimo--Very soft; symbol:
Picardy third--A raised third in the last chord of a piece of music in a minor key
Pitch--The highness or lowness of a musical tone based upon the frequency of its         
    sound waves
Piu mosso--Slower; literally "less motion"
Pivot chord--A chord at the point of modulation; links the original key to the new.
    Generally common to both the original and the new keys
Polyphony--Musical style in which the various voice parts are fairly independent    
    and function in a melodic, or linear, manner
Plainsong--Medieval mass style using a cappella monophonic (unison) voices and         
    free-flowing unmetered phrases
Poco--Italian adverb meaning "a little"; "poco accelerando" means "a little faster"
Presto--Very, very fast
Quadrivium--Four subjects that were considered the core of higher education in         
    medieval universities:  arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music.
Rallentando--Become gradually slower; ritardando
Range--The gamut of notes in a melody from the highest to the lowest
Recapitulation--In sonata form, the return of the exposition material after the    
    development
Refrain--A nonvarying section of music and lyric that repeats after each stanza     
    of strophic music
Relative major--A major key that shares a key signature with a minor key
Relative minor--A minor key that shares a key signature with a major key
Resolution--The note of the chord to which a suspension moves or resolves, usually 
    down by step
Retrograde--Manipulating the subject of a canon by presenting it in reverse order
Retrograde inversion--Presenting the subject of canon in reverse order and in mirror
    image; all ascending intervals are written as descending, and vice versa
Rhythm--The way that notes of various durations are combined in a piece of music
Rhythmic canon--Repeating specific rhythmic patterns in canon without consideration
    of the pitches
Ritardando--Become gradually slower; abbreviated rit.
Rondo--A musical form in which the initial theme (A) keeps reappearing between     
    contrasting themes (ABACADA....)
Root--The note upon which a chord is built
Root position--A chord with the root in the lowest voice
Round--A polyphonic composition in which each voice sings the same melodic line,
    entering at different times
Rounded binary--A musical form with 2 basic themes.  The first theme (A) ends     
    on the dominant (or another nonfinal cadence) and, thus, must continue on to the 
    B theme.  After the B theme, the A theme is repeated.  The restatement of the A 
    theme ends on the tonic (A'--"A prime"; a modified A).  Thus the form of the 
    rounded binary is ABA'.
Rubato--Performed with freedom of tempo
Secondary dominant--A modified chord (often with a raised 3rd) that becomes a     
    V chord (dominant) to a chord other than the tonic 
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Second inversion--A chord with the fifth in the lowest voice
Sforzando--Suddenly loud; symbol:
Semitone--A half step
Sequence--A musical motive that is repeated at successive pitch levels
Seventh chord--A chord with the seventh note above the root added.  Seventh chords 
    consist of four notes instead of three.
Shape--The general contour of a melodic phrase
Sharp--A note a half step higher than its "natural" (  )
Slur--A curved line that joins 2 notes of different pitch classes, indicating legato 
Solfege--The use of short syllables to represent notes of the scale; used for sightsinging
Sonata form--An important classical form.  Sonata form is based upon the rounded     
    binary form.  It is basically a elaborated 3-part form.  The key sections are:

1. Exposition
A.  Main theme (tonic key)
B.  Transition (modulatory)
C.  Secondary theme* (often in a contrasting key)
D.  Transition (modulatory)
E.  Closing theme

2. Development
3. Recapitulation
4. Coda (often)

Species counterpoint--A sequential method for teaching contrapuntal composition.
    Different techniques are presented in each of the five "species."    
Staccato--Performed in a sharply detached manner; indicated by a dot over the note
Subito--Italian adverb meaning "suddenly"; "subito piano" means "suddenly soft"
Subject--The original melody, or foundation, of a contrapuntal work; a cantus firmus 
Suspension--A tone that becomes nonharmonic as it is held over from a previous 
    chord           
Syllabic--One note for every syllable of text 
Symmetrical--A meter which divides into subdivisions of an equal number of beats 
Tempo I--Return to the tempo at the beginning of the piece
Tenor clef--An octave clef used to notate the tenor voice of choral music
Tenuto--Indicates a note should be held for a longer duration than actually notated;
    abbreviated ten.
Ternary form--A three-part form of music in which each section could stand     
    independently; ABA.
Tessitura--The average range of notes within which a melody predominantly falls
Tetrachord--Literally, "four notes." A series of four notes spanning the interval of a
    perfect fourth to which lyres were tuned in ancient Greece
Theme and variations--A musical form in which a single theme is systematically     
    manipulated for a number of movements (variations)
Through-composed--Music that is nonrepetitive; every phrase is unique
Tie--A curved line that joins 2 notes of the same pitch.  Tied notes sound for the
    duration of their combined note values
Tonic--The note upon which a scale or key is based
Tonal counterpoint--Combining independent tonal melodies into a new setting,
    as opposed to atonal counterpoint.
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Transition--A modulatory passage between themes or sections in a musical work
Transposition--Rewriting a piece of music in a different key
Treble clef--The clef used to designate the higher pitches of the great staff
Triad--A chord of three notes
Tritone--The interval of 3 whole steps.  An augmented fourth or diminished fifth
Trivium--The "lower three" of the seven liberal arts taught in medieval universities;        
    grammar, logic, and rhetoric
Unison--The interval of one.  The interval between a note and a note of identical pitch
Vivace--Tempo indicator meaning fast; lively
Whole step--The distance of two half steps in the same direction (up or down)
Whole tone scale--A scale with only whole steps between consecutive notes.  There are 
    six notes in a whole-tone scale, and there are only two possible combinations of notes 
    that will create a whole-tone scale: Do - Re - Mi - Fi - Si - Li and Ra - Me - Fa - So -
    La - Ti (or their enharmonic spellings).
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Rhythm Counting Systemsl                                       Ll                                       L

    The textbook refers to three different rhythm reading systems.  Below are examples of  
some common rhythmic patterns and how they read with each system.

__________________________
1. Suggested techniques only; there are many variations of each.
2. Some directors use "tay-ah."
3. "Down" is a downward motion of the hand; "slide" means the hand moves horizontally away
            from the body.
4. The number in parentheses is usually not read out loud.
5. Or, "toh"
6. Some hand gesture should be used for the rest.  Often an open hand, palm up, is used.
7. Rests may be counted using the beat number--in this case 1, 2--or silently.  Generally, rests are
            not audibly counted.
8. The author's invention.  Not "official" Kodály pedagogy.

 Kodály:      ta            ta            ta            ta                      ta     -     ah            ta    -     ah 
"Down-ups":   down     down      down       down down     (slide)      down     (slide)

 Numbers:       1            2             3             4    1           (2)            3           (4)

1

2
3

4

 Kodály:      ta     -      ah     -     ah         ta                      ta     -     ah     -      ah    -      ah 
"Down-ups":    down    (slide)     (slide)     down down      (slide)      (slide)     (slide)

 Numbers:       1           (2)           (3)            4                      1            (2)            (3)          (4)

5

 Kodály:       ti  -   ti    ta           ti   -  ti     ta                   ta          (ee)   ti       ta                  ta
"Down-ups":   down  up down     down  up down             down    (slide) up   down            down

 Numbers:        1     &     2            3    &     4                     1           (2)    &      3 4

 Kodály:    tip-py-tip-py  ti -  ti    (rest)     ta                ti      tip-py   ta          tip-py-ti     ta
"Down-ups": down-y up-pa down up (rest)  down  down  up-pa down   down-y up down

 Numbers:      1   e  &  a    2    &     (rest)     4                 1        &  a    2           3   e  &      4

        Kodály:    (rest)             (rest)              ti   -   ti                ti -pop  -   pa   ta             (rest)    ti
"Down-ups":    (rest)             (rest)           down - up            down-y        a  down         (rest)    up

 Numbers:    (rest)             (rest)       3      & 1   e  (&)  a     2  (rest)    & 

        Kodály:      syn - co    -     pa     ta      -    ah ti   -   pa  ta        tip - ple - dy    ta           
"Down-ups":    down  up          up  down    (slide)             down - a down    trip - a - let  down
     Numbers:         1    &    (2)   &     3           (4)          1        a   2          3  trip - let    4

6

7

8
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Sonata form--116
Strophic--120, 122, 123, 124
Tenor clef--20, 21, 22, 58
Ternary form--116, 121
Tessitura--105, 108, 109, 113
Tetrachord--38, 40
Theme and variations--116
Through-composed--116, 121, 122, 123,
    124
Transposition--48
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Trivium--17, 22
Whole-tone scale--190, 193, 194




